Doctoral training at the University of Oulu starting from 2017

More balanced organization

UniOGS  
DEAN AND MANAGEMENT GROUP

DTC HS  
Doctoral degree programmes
- Economics and business administration
- Geography
- Humanities
- Educational sciences

HS DP

DTC ITEE  
Doctoral degree programmes
- Computer science and engineering
- Electrical engineering
- Information processing science
- Wireless communications

ITEE DP

DTC TNS  
Doctoral degree programmes
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Geography
- Geosciences, mining engineering and mineral processing
- Mathematical sciences
- Physics and astronomy
- Architecture
- Industrial engineering and management
- Mechanical engineering
- Process and environmental engineering

TNS DP

DTC HBS  
Doctoral degree programmes
- Biochemistry and molecular medicine
- Dentistry
- Health sciences
- Medicine

HBS DP (BCO&MRC)
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